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Why Aluminium ?
Anti-oxidization / Rust-free
Anti-termite
Corrosion Resistance
Water Resistance
Durable
Easy Maintenance
Recyclable
Environmental Friendly
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Kitchen / 厨房
Every Warm Moment
starts from here
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Aluminium
Kitchen Cabinet
• Upper Left
Aluminium drawers with generous and smooth-gliding
motion - even for heavy items.
• Upper Right
Seasoning drawer located below stove area keeps your
seasoning bottles organized and within reach.
• Bottom
Cabinet and frames in natural anodized ﬁnish with glass
panel. An immaculate combination of white and brown gives
an urban modern look to the kitchen.
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Aluminium
Kitchen Cabinet
Truly Aluminium with Style
100%

Perfection is much an enjoyment
– for us and your family. Other than those
indispensable ornaments our kitchen cabinet
is almost equipped with 100% aluminium – an
innovative material that gives kitchen cabinet a
new breath of life.
Not to mention its durability and hassle-free
maintenance (no risk of rust, rots and termites),
aluminium lends a sense of sleekness, versatility
and stylishness to your kitchen, establishing a
style statement for your personality.

• Left
The kitchen island becomes an elegant communicative link
between the family members, simultaneously serving up
maximum practicality.
• Bottom
Taking the storage capacity to a greater height, tall unit
incorporated with multi-level pull-out storage unit enables
optimum use of cabinet space and maximum user comfort.
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Smart Solution for
a multi-functional Kitchen

An

ergonomically planned kitchen actually
makes a big difference day after day. A good
kitchen design means being able to create space
and incorporating ample storage facilities to ﬁt in
all the necessary appliances, even in the smallest
kitchen. Thoughtful organization of workspaces
will facilitate helping hands and incorporation
of state-of-the-art accessories and ﬁttings will
further enhance the functional purpose, which

help make cooking a celebration.
Make your kitchen work for you with thoughtful
kitchen solutions. You can build in or add on to
match your kitchen and your love of cooking.
Everything is designed around you, to imbue
with the way you cook, the way you move about
and the way you live.

Aluminium
Kitchen Cabinet

• Upper Right
Lift-up system enables door fronts to stop at desired position,
providing easy access to the interior of wall cabinet.
• Lower Right
Corner cabinet storage solutions utilize the corner space
maximally; allowing your pans and pots be optimally reached
and seen with clear overview.
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Aluminium
Kitchen Cabinet
Make kitchen the HEART of
your Home
A kitchen offers a world of possibilities. It is a

little world here where every warm thought is
felt. It can be the perfect place to gather with
family and friends, strengthening relationships
and emotion sharing over warm meals and
pleasant conversations.
Make kitchen the Heart of your home. Just as
plant gravitates to sunlight, your kitchen now
draws and ultimately grows the affection of your
family.

A kitchen
at ease

• Lower Left
Inset drawer discreetly keeps your cutleries and cooking
utensils uncluttered, and easily within reach whenever you
need.
• Lower Right
Drawer organizers can be incorporated into drawers of any
sizes and the adjustable dividers make up compartments of
different sizes, according to your own storage needs.

Durable and versatile in a tailor-made style, our kitchen solution offers an inspiring perspective
with an enhancement of functionality and maximum user comfort – simply a place to accommodate
everyone in your family. It is so much more than just a room for cooking.
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Doors / 门
Protect your family
at all times

High Performance
Sliding Door
Sustainable as it always is
The doors and windows perform as a father’s
arm to protect the family from rain and shine,
providing a secured and comfortable living
environment.
Taking the door capacity to a greater height up
to 10 feet, the high performance sliding door
features aluminium frames and top-of-therange mechanism so that they can have a more
solid appearance.

• Bottom
Extruded aluminium rolling track and heavy-duty rollers
system ensure smooth operation.
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Fine Functionality
for Quality living

High Performance
Sliding Door

Be it the main entrance into the house, or doorway to the garden terrace, our high performance
door series is practical in use and elegant in look.

The aesthetic design deﬁnitely gives a facelift to your house exterior, and you will be surprised with
what’s more it has to enhance your life...

• Left
Our multi-point locking system and other special features
provide better security and durability, offering you a peace
of mind.
• Right
The linear styling of multi-panels high performance sliding
door offers fascinating aesthetic appeal to your home. The
high quality sliding engineering and ﬁttings enable low
air inﬁltration and simultaneously providing an excellent
acoustic solution.
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Windows / 窗
The eyes for a house
the SOUL of your Home

High Performance
Folding Door
Earning for an extra breathing space? Folding the outside in and allows no barrier between

you and the great outdoor to enjoy the unobstructed view, natural light and soothing breeze. The
quality folding system gives you the ﬂexibility to open up some or all of door panels to desired scale,
seamlessly blending outdoors with indoors making the most of your available space.
Quality door hardware and ﬁttings combined with durable maintenance-free aluminium strengthens
the durability.
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Home for your Children
to grow – Safe and Sound
Our sash window features a combination of sleek design framework with quality materials,

Decide the height and width of your sash

functional mechanisms and hardwares as well as freedom of design and conﬁgurations, work in
synchronization for a home in harmony.

window and it will be tailor-made for you. The
speciﬁcations of glass with particular function
and thickness (up to 10.38mm thick) are
available for your desired conﬁgurations. A
multi-point locking system is used for extra
security. The integration of reinforced proﬁles
with strength and durability with all components
of high quality offer residents a peace of mind
at home.

Complimented with aluminium frames and hinges, our sash windows are equipped with multipoint locking system that facilitate better security. Incorporated with quality perimeter gasket and
screening options, the weatherprooﬁng and sound insulation effects are further enhanced, giving
an ideal space for children to grow, safe and sound.

• Bottom
Windows with extended height are great for creating a sense
of size, letting you create a broad expanse of glass that
makes the most of natural surroundings.
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Sash
Window

• Bottom
An asset of timeless elegance with contemporary taste
epitomizes your way of living.
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Extensive

Liberal use of aluminium and glass

use of glass gives
a clear and unobstructed view to
the surroundings that offers a new
perspective in modern lifestyle and
sets upon the freedom on your mind.

Sash
Window

accentuates the external structure
and internal spaces in a modernist
approach that celebrates unadorned
surfaces and straight lines.
The crisp clean lines of aluminium
capture just the right look or feeling.
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Shelter • Protection •
Privacy
Shelter under a Linear Craft
Recreate and extend the comfort of your living room on your deck or balcony, a pergola provides
you with freedom, no matter what the weather is. Our modern pergola with reinforced aluminium
structure offers a stylish way to provide shade and shelter to protect your guest and family from
sun and rain – whilst still enjoying the fresh air.
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Pergola &
Sun Louvres
• Upper Right & Lower Right
High transparency glass rooﬁng provides shading to the
people and property from direct sun exposure, without
obstructing the natural light ﬂowing in to lighten up the
area.
• Upper Left & Lower Left
A structure of high porosity in the form of louvres enables a
wide view outward while achieving a high degree of side and
rear privacy from neighbours.
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Symbolized as the eyes for a house, doors
and windows serve as the soul of your home.

We understand your insistence on the protection
to your family. We see it the same way towards
our quality.
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Aluminium
Doors & Windows
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Glass
Fence & Railing
Glass fence sets the trend of the

future in modern households as
it enhances the sensory view of a
house without any obstacles. The
use of glass enhances the overall
visual effect at night with the lighting
which creates an irresistible peaceful
sanctuary.
• Enhanced strength and safety with 15mm safe
tempered glass

Clear alternative for
Safety and Beauty
Glass fence and railing are stylish and versatile – opening up decked areas to natural light

and views, or giving indoor environments such as staircases a contemporary look. We provide
frameless glass fencing and railing that maximize the visual appeal of your house facades without
compromising on safety and practicality.

• Top
Embedded frameless glass railings
with proper structural integrity ensures
safe attachment, even without physical
supports of posts, clips or brackets
• Bottom
A staircase make-over with an elegant
and stylish glass railing that adds a
personal touch to your interior
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Gateway to Living
Linear design keeps the look of the gate

Set aside the function as a structure for your home protection, our aluminium gate, fence and
grille series offer the aesthetic look, which is the key element associated with lifestyle living.

For those who likes to get back in touch with nature, the aluminium frame can be beautifully coated
in timber effect ﬁnish to give a warm and natural look of wood, yet effortlessly does away with the
problems and worries.

and fence simple with style that blends in with
most architectural concept, adding a strong and
contemporary touch.

Aluminium Gate
Fence & Grille

• Bottom
The grille comes in different height to form ﬁt the shape and
dimension of the doors and windows.

• Top
Using light-weight aluminium extrusion bars for gate, which
means less pressure onto the hinges or rollers system, thus
prolonging the lifespan.
• Bottom
Aluminium fence maintains the original colour and grandeur
in spite of the weathering effect of sun and rain.
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Room / 卧室
A Peace of mind
with devotion and love

Be organized – It’s
more of a concept

Wardrobe &
Walk-In Closet

Most ﬂexible storage
concept
Your home should be where you and your family
can relax far from the rest of the world. This is
why your home should be neat, organized and
stressed-free. A custom-designed closet can be
a beautifully organized area to use for everyone
in your family and the space of intimacy and
sharing.

• Right
Illuminated glass box shelves provide a stylish lighting
solution, and can be used for multiple purposes.
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Full of Flexibility –
Tailored for you
Truly the most ﬂexible storage concept - the optimal solution when you want to synergize
changing room, closet and make-up station into one, this walk-in closet presents a totally unique
concept in wardrobe management.
It is a tailor-made and personalized design for your personal needs, and ﬂexibility allows the system
to change as your needs do.

• Upper Left
An in-line sliding wardrobe door paneling
to conceal your private area to dress up
or make-up
• Upper Right
Free standing drawer unit - convenient for
storage of personal garments, socks, etc
• Lower Right
Combination of aluminium posts, drawers
shelves and your creativity
• Lower Left
Aluminium shelving panels ﬁt in the corner
space – allowing more space for your
shoes and dressing accessories
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Bathroom / 浴室

Frameless
Shower Glass Door

Sensation of
comfort and pleasure
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Shower Screen
& Enclosure
Relaxed, Refreshed
Renewed.

and

Bath is a private space in the home where we
can revive the idea of original contact with the
nature and get back to the basics of life.

10mm safe tempered glass panel with
aluminium reinforcement bar and stainless
steel handle set.
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Embrace
your true self
Available in either L-shape or wall-to-wall

attachment, we take into consideration both the
aesthetic and safety features for all our shower
enclosures or screens.

• Upper Right & Middle Right
Sliding shower enclosure that is available
in L-shape or in-line design, features
suspended chrome frame complimented
with stainless steel door knobs

Shower Screen
& Enclosure

8mm safe tempered glass
• Lower Right
Framed shower screen cast in powdercoated aluminium frame, integrated with
towel and handle bars
4mm safe tempered glass

• Glass panels in the bathroom maintain the
sense of space and light while partitioning the
wet and dry areas effectively.
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Bathroom / 浴室
Sanctuary of intimacy
and family sharing
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Make a space
for Style
The smart combination of cabinets and ﬁttings that suit your space, stuff and family is essential

for small space like bathroom or toilet. However, choosing the right material is what makes your
settings last, in a high humidity space. Vanity cabinet cast in aluminium will deﬁnitely do away
worries of rust and corrosion.

Vanity
Cabinet
• Bottom
Cantilevered from the wall, the vanity cabinet has a
contemporary look. It can be installed inside or outside the
bathroom.
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All in its place

Vanity Cabinet
Shoe Cabinet

Immaculately

designed to optimize the
use of space, the wall-hung shoe cabinet is
installed above the ﬂoor to ensure easier house
cleaning.
Ventilation panels discreetly incorporated at
sides and base of cabinet to drain off odour.

Combination of base and tall storage unit brings your
toiletries, cosmetics and other articles in good order.
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Sweet Dream
with Magnetic
Insect Screen
Keep pests out and let the fresh air in. The ﬂexible screen
adheres to your windows or doors with our magnetic sealing
system, providing a comfortable place for your children to
grow healthily.
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